
WHITLINGHAM COUNTRY PARK ORIENTEERING EVENT 
(NORFOLK ORIENTEERING CLUIB) 

 
The area of the park south of the road is being used for this event. Much of it is on the steep scarp 
slope of the river valley and will soon negate any idea that Norfolk is flat! There is a good path 
system but also plenty of contour detail. At the moment undergrowth is still largely in its winter 
state, its growth being stunted by the present cold weather. However warmer weather could see 
nettles becoming more of a problem off the paths.  
 
NOTE: the park is charging its normal car parking rates 
TOILETS are in the visitors centre car park 
 
IMPORTANT safety notices - please read 

1. The ROAD is NOT to be used while competing. It is narrow, visibility on the bends is poor 
and unfortunately not all drivers adhere to the 20mph speed limit. 

2. Some of the hills are steep: take great care when ascending or descending and ensure you 
DOWNLOAD when you get back even if you do not manage to complete your course so 
that we know you are back safely.  

 
COURSES 
 
YELLOW 2.1k, 40m climb, map scale 1:5000.  
Course follows woodland paths. Good for juniors, families and those who have done little or no 
orienteering before. Not suitable for pushchairs as there is a steep path to ascend and a long flight 
of steps to descend. Written control descriptions on the map.  (A Knoll is a small mound marked 
with a brown dot on the map, and a spur is raised piece of land sticking out from the hillside,) 
ORANGE 3.2k, 75m climb, map scale 1:7500.  
Harder than Yellow, mostly on woodland paths but with longer distances between controls: A 
course for adult novices, or more experienced juniors who want a longer and more physical 
challenge. Written control descriptions on the back of the map 
SHORT GREEN 2.0k, 100m climb, map scale 1:5000.  
Technically hard and although short, physically demanding with steep slopes, both to ascend and 
descend (particularly on the 1st 4 legs). The road has 2 crossing points, which give access to a path 
on the north side. These are marked with red & white tape but a not manned. Take care crossing 
the road. Symbol control descriptions on map. 
GREEN (NORWEGIAN STYLE) 4.3k, 150m climb, map scale 1:7500.  
\Technically hard and physically demanding with steep slopes, both to ascend and descend. Your 
map will only have the 1st leg and the finish on it. At each control a partial map will show the next 
leg. You can do this at 3 levels: a) take a pen with you and copy each leg onto your map as you get 
them; b) compare each leg with your map and remember where the next control is without making 
it on your map, or, for the brave! c) put your map in a safe pocket and do each leg as map memory 
(only using your map to relocate if you get completely lost!)  
The road has 2 crossing points, which give access to a path on the north side. These are marked 
with red & white tape but not manned. Take care crossing the road. 


